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Feminism is the radical notion that women are people.
—Bumper sticker slogan

I want to join the progressive movement of philosophers who extend the
notion of responsibility in socially sensitive ways, by arguing that the privi-
leged are responsible for knowing and acting on certain basic facts about their
subordinates that some of them overlook, an omission that is at the root of
sexist forms of immorality, which will be my focus.1 These basic facts are the
familiar Kantian facts about moral agency, namely, that all persons are ratio-
nal, autonomous beings possessing dignity and deserving of respect—what
I will call the “facts about humanity.” I examine the main features of privi-
lege in section II and show how it fosters the development of traits that cause
immoral behaviors, sexist forms of which I examine in section III. I offer a
Kantian argument in section IV that the privileged have an obligation to
attend to the facts about humanity in the oppressed. My argument is threat-
ened by the conjecture that the privileged cannot (i.e., lack the capacity to)
attend to the humanity of the oppressed. I offer some preliminary sugges-
tions to establish that they can and so are responsible for coming to see the
oppressed as “likes”—as persons like themselves in the facts about human-
ity—which involves stepping out of privilege, developing sensitivity, and
understanding the harms of oppression. The facts about humanity are ones
that any reasonable person ought to attend to, and as such, ignorance about,
indifference to, or disregard for them renders an agent blameworthy for resul-
tant harms.

I. Uncovering the Facts about Humanity in Women

Three interrelated themes repeatedly emerge in feminist philosophical lit-
erature: (1) that sexist stereotypes portraying women as weak, passive, sub-
servient, overly emotional, sexual objects—either overly sexual or asexual in
the case of black women—lie at the root of most issues in feminism;2 (2) that
women are devalued in a patriarchal society; and, most fundamentally, and,
I believe, at the root of (1) and (2), (3) that patriarchy and its supporters
muddle the bare fact that women are persons and thus deserving of relevantly
similar treatment to men. Much feminist literature is devoted to uncovering
the ways the first two points have been obscured by the complexities of patri-
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archal assumptions, but once sexism is revealed in a multitude of issues, it
becomes difficult to see how people can miss this most elementary point
about women’s humanity. Yet they often do, as I hope to show with exam-
ples of immoral, sexist behavior. And since they do, it is necessary to show
why they do, to establish both that they have an obligation not to, and that
they are blameworthy for not doing so.

To illustrate how the facts about women’s humanity are not attended to
because of stereotyping or devaluation of women as inferior beings, consider
briefly the practices of door opening, rape, and abortion in the United States.
When we require men no matter how burdened to open doors for (white,
elite) women no matter whether they are able-bodied and unburdened, we
stereotype women as incapable, render their true needs unimportant or irrel-
evant, and mock them by being falsely deferential,3 and so deny women full
personhood status and the respect this enjoins. When we legally permit men
to have sex with their wives at men’s discretion,4 burden women with demon-
strating that sex in extramarital rape was nonconsensual by showing, a
century ago, “utmost resistance,” and now, “reasonable physical resistance,”5

instead of taking a woman’s verbal refusal at face value, discount women’s
explicit rejection of sex with their dates as being part of a game of seduction
or their own confusion, discount black women’s resistance to white men’s
force or even deny their entitlement to resist,6 and accept the myth that all
women want to be raped, we devalue women by ignoring their desires and
treat them as less than full, autonomous persons and stereotype them as
promiscuous or frigid or as mere sex objects. And when we allow men to
decide what women get to do with their bodies when it comes to procreation
and abortion and muddle this point with talk about the personhood status of
the fetus and the religious value of an absolute right to life (conveniently for-
gotten when the mother’s right to life is at stake), or, as in the case of Latin
American women, with talk of their alleged spiritual superiority that cashes
out as being self-sacrificing and submissive to men,7 we deny women the right
to bodily autonomy and to full personhood status and treat them as mere
vessels to be used for propagation of the species at any cost.8

I will argue that privilege contributes to the failure to attend to women’s
full personhood. More specifically, privilege tends to foster in those in the
dominant group the traits of arrogance, self-centeredness, and a refusal to
accept responsibility. These traits manifest themselves in different kinds of
immoral behavior that are at their base failures to attend appropriately to the
full personhood of others. One need not be a feminist or even see things
through a feminist lens in order to recognize this basic point, for it is a point
about humanity. One cannot, however, be a feminist if one does not appreci-
ate this basic point.

My focus is different from that standardly found in the feminist litera-
ture, which is directed at the institutionalization of sexism. Although this is
crucial to the sustenance of sexism, a sexist system is generated and sustained
partly by the immoral behavior of identifiable individuals who have some
power to eradicate it. I will focus on immoral behavior insofar as it is (uncon-
sciously) generated by arrogance, self-centeredness, and a refusal to accept
responsibility. These traits are held not generally, but in regard to one’s posi-
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tion of privilege. Importantly, I am not suggesting that they are possessed by
all privileged persons; rather, privilege facilitates their development.9

II. Privilege and Unbecoming Traits

I want to highlight some features of privilege feminists have outlined that
are significant in the formation of the aforementioned traits in members of
the dominant group. First, privilege, like oppression and unlike mere advan-
tage, is a group concept in the sense that groups are privileged or oppressed,
but individuals are so only in virtue of being members of such groups. Groups
define a person’s identity, give her a sense of history, affinity, and separate-
ness, and even constitute her mode of reasoning and way of evaluating and
expressing feeling.10 Religion, race, gender, and class signify groups to which
one belongs. For each group that is oppressed, a corresponding group is priv-
ileged.11 A person might simultaneously belong to dominant and oppressed
groups (e.g., a white, male, homosexual blue-collar worker), making him or
her oppressed or privileged in different contexts in relation to other groups.

Second, privilege, like oppression, is systematic. The systematicity of
oppression is revealed by the many related forces and barriers that restrain
women and keep them from escaping their condition. For instance, women
in abusive relationships are restricted by police disinterest, complicity in tra-
ditional gender roles, fear of death, lack of familial support, overcrowding of
shelters, economic dependence, lack of health care, societal normalization of
abuse, and judicial bias in awarding child custody. Marilyn Frye’s well-
known analogy comparing women’s oppression to a bird’s being locked in a
cage is apt.12 To understand that a bird is totally restricted and unable to
escape its cage, we need to look at the cage macroscopically, viewing all of
its lines and their interconnections. Likewise, according to Frye, to see that
women are oppressed, we need to look not at isolated harms, but at all the
systematically related forces and barriers that restrain them and prevent them
from escaping.

To see the systematic nature of privilege, we need to examine its third
feature, the kinds of benefits it confers to the privileged. Such benefits are
broader than those from earned advantages, since privileges are accepted
almost everywhere in the sense that being a member of a dominant group
almost always counts in one’s favor, which Alison Bailey designates as priv-
ilege’s “wild card” quality.13 White people enjoy the privileges of having their
race widely represented in the media and culture, and of being able to talk
with their mouth full, swear, dress in secondhand clothes, or be late to a
meeting without having these things attributed to their race.14 Further, the
wild card quality of privilege can open the door to many other benefits,
including the power that comes from being connected to others in a vast
network of relationships.15 A weak but privileged candidate can get tenure if
his powerful friends can sway the dean to vote in his favor; a privileged
department chairperson who supports him can count on the support of his
superiors in the college. Privilege, then, turns out to be cumulative: Little ben-
efits add up to a social position that in many situation can be readily cashed
in.16 Because privilege “snowballs” in these ways, it is omnipresent. Indeed,
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privilege does not end when privileged individuals die because it gets insti-
tutionalized. That is, it is not that privilege is passed down, but that it per-
sists systematically, and so is unlikely to change in the future. Charles
Lawrence poignantly remarks in the context of hate speech that

[t]he goal of white supremacy is not achieved by individual acts or even
by the cumulative acts of a group, but . . . by the institutionalization of
the ideas of white supremacy . . . [which] has created conduct on the soci-
etal level that is greater than the sum of individual racist acts. The racist
acts of millions of individuals are mutually reinforcing and cumulative
because the status quo of institutionalized white supremacy remains long
after deliberate racist actions subside.17

Because privilege is omnipresent, it allows the privileged to believe that
their unearned advantages are earned—through their “native” intelligence,
strength, and hard work—and to see their privilege as owed to them. The fact
that benefits accorded the privileged are expansive tends to make the privi-
leged come to expect them and to see themselves as deserving of them.18

These facts facilitate arrogance in many privileged persons about their posi-
tion. Privilege’s systematic nature encourages the privileged to deny respon-
sibility for their role in the maintenance of others’ oppression because they
can hide behind the system and blame it, or even blame the oppressed in
virtue of their stereotypical traits for their own oppression.

Another major benefit of privilege contributing to its systematic nature is
“cultural domination” or “cultural imperialism,” which is “the experience of
existing with a society whose dominant meanings render the particular per-
spectives and point of view of one’s own group invisible at the same time as
they stereotype one’s group and mark it out as the Other.”19 The first of three
implicit ideas here is that a society’s culture will express the experiences,
values, goals, and achievements of the privileged group that produces it and
will represent their perspective on, and interpretation of, events as that of all
of humanity, or, “the truth.” This ensures that the dominant group’s views
define the culture. Those who see their own values and experiences repeat-
edly and exclusively expressed in the culture are likely to see their interpre-
tation of the world as true, and to develop a self-centered perspective.

A second idea implicit in the notion of cultural domination is that the
privileged have the power to ignore those they oppress. This prerogative is
seen clearly in the ways the oppressed have to adjust their lives according to
the dominant perspective. Minorities living in a white-dominated world are
remade in the image of whites and have to learn to live, participate, make a
living, be mistreated, be ignored, but rarely be appreciated in a white world,
but whites do not have to participate in these ways in a minority world.20

Since privilege gives those in power the prerogative to attend to the
oppressed, it underscores the alleged exclusive importance of the privileged
and thereby facilitates the cultivation of arrogance about their perspective as
the only one, or the only one that matters. And it facilitates a self-centered
focus on their own situation to the exclusion of the needs, values, and inter-
ests of the oppressed.
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A third feature of cultural domination is that the privileged group stereo-
types the subordinate group, which in turn contributes to the former’s priv-
ilege. Stereotyping constructs differences between members of the dominant
and subordinate groups and marks out the latter as having an alleged infe-
rior essence typically associated with the body, while each member of the
privileged group is seen as an individual who “is whatever he or she wants
to be . . . and by their doings they are judged.”21 Privileged persons are
marked by their rationality and its individual expressions, but the oppressed
are marked by inferior traits that all members of the group are alleged to have.
Further, stereotyping provides a justification for blaming victims for their
own misfortune in virtue of their stereotypical traits (e.g., battered women
deserve their fate because they are passive in not fighting back or leaving),
which facilitates indifference to victims’ suffering, preserves privileged
persons’ own alleged innocence, and encourages the privileged to deny
responsibility for their role in the maintenance of their victims’ oppression.

A fourth feature of privilege is that it is generally unrecognized by the
privileged: They fail to see the connections between their unearned advan-
tages and the harms of oppression. This is because privilege is hidden in
structures, accepted rather than condemned in hierarchical societies,22 taken
for granted by the privileged because it is the status quo,23 and accepted by
the victims of a system that indoctrinates them into complicity about their
subservient position. Such complacency about one’s privilege is a mark of
arrogance: The privileged can go about their business without having to
check on the harms they may be perpetuating. Further, since the privileged
often deny their privilege when it is brought to their attention, they deny
responsibility for their role in the harms they perpetuate in virtue of their
membership in a dominant group.24

III. Immoral Behavior and Responsibility

Arrogance, self-centeredness, and denial of responsibility regarding one’s
privilege issue in a staunch resistance to recognizing, understanding, and
eradicating women’s oppression, and to having one’s power threatened and
taken away. These traits cause the agent to engage in various forms of sexist
immoral behavior that in turn function to maintain privilege. Ronald Milo
and S. I. Benn have independently identified a wide variety of immoral
behaviors that are deeply and equally harmful to their victims.25 I will use
their categorizations as a framework for my discussion and examine a tax-
onomy of sexist versions of three categories of immorality, including those
stemming from bad preferences or values, lack of moral concern, and lack of
rational self-control. I am concerned (1) to show how arrogance, self-
centeredness, and/or denial of responsibility function in each and thus
explain why some privileged persons act in sexist ways; (2) to show that
failure to attend to the basic facts about women’s humanity through stereo-
typing or devaluation is involved in sexist immoral acts; and (3) to make some
preliminary conjectures that I defend in section IV about blameworthiness
and responsibility of the privileged in each case for such acts.
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A. Immorality Caused by Bad Preferences or Values

The category of immoral behavior stemming from bad preferences or
values includes self-centered behavior (“preferential wickedness”), malignant
wickedness, and perverse wickedness. The self-centered person, familiar to
us all, knows what is wrong but out of self-love and a ruthless unconcern for
the good of others pursues his own good.26 His bad preference is for his own
good to be advanced even at the expense of others’ good. Sexist versions of
preferential wickedness include the “deadbeat dad” who chooses to spend
his money on himself rather than on his children with unconcern for the
financial sacrifices their mother is thereby forced to make, and the judge who
rules in favor of the defendant in a sexual-harassment case on the grounds
that men should be able to have “a little fun” in the workplace, with com-
plete disregard for the unfair restraints such a policy would place on women’s
advancement or even economic survival (as in the case of working-class
women, who are particularly vulnerable). The self-interested person knows
that women are deserving of respect equal to that generally accorded to men,
but chooses to ignore this fact. He fails to respect women’s full personhood
by stereotyping or devaluing them. His indifference to others’ welfare and
complacency about a hierarchal system that allows it marks his arrogance and
self-centeredness.

The malignantly wicked person, motivated by envy or resentfulness, does
evil for its own sake.27 His bad preference is that he takes the suffering of
others to be an end in itself and a reason for action, which is reflected in the
maxim according to which he guides his life.28 A misogynist might see women
getting ahead in his workplace and go out of his way to set them back.
Perhaps at first he has selfish concerns—he does not want women threaten-
ing his position—but later he forgets these because his position is secure. He
might seek to destroy the career of one woman whose success makes him
intensely envious. But he then extends his maxim to apply to all women,
including his subordinates, from whose failure he has nothing to gain; he
simply is concerned with seeing them suffer and takes their suffering to be
an end in itself, perhaps because he convinces himself that women are in
certain respects fundamentally different from men and thus not deserving of
relevantly similar treatment. Both Benn and Milo portray malignity as the
worst kind of immorality—it is simply evil—but I believe that an even worse
character is the malignant person who tries to get his victim to be complicit
in the malignant person’s own warped beliefs. Such is the case with the slave-
holder who convinces his slaves to be subservient and even to enjoy their
position, and the misogynist who with the help of the system rewards women
for their complicity by getting them to believe that they do not need femi-
nism, that their value lies in their being attractive, and so on. In the case at
issue, the misogynist may spread rumors about the competence of a female
colleague, which effectually makes her work suffer and instills self-doubt in
her own merit. He knows well that it is hard to overcome psychological
damage but proceeds with wanton disregard for, or an intent to destroy, her
well-being. By intending to make his victim suffer for the sake of suffering,
the misogynist clearly devalues women and displays his utter disregard for
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their equal-personhood status. He is arrogant in his belief that he, but no
others outside of his group, deserves his privilege, especially if he tries to
make his victims complicit in his warped beliefs. If he succeeds in convinc-
ing them, he can deny responsibility for his actions by claiming that even his
victims believe that they do not deserve what is rightfully theirs.

Like the self-centered sexist person, the malignant person knows that
women are deserving of respect equal to that given men. The former chooses
to ignore this, the latter, to render it void. Prima facie, each is responsible for
getting rid of his bad preferences or values.

Finally, the perversely wicked person knows basic moral principles, but
his ignorance that a certain act is an instantiation of a given principle makes
him act wrongly.29 He knows the basic moral principle “Rape is wrong” but,
perversely, is ignorant that date rape is an instantiation of it, since he sub-
scribes to patriarchal assumptions surrounding heterosexual courtship prac-
tices, including dating and sexual intercourse in which the man plays the
dominant role. This scenario is fairly typical, since violence against women
is so common and expected that many see it as normal rather than harmful
behavior.30 At base is his belief that women are sex objects to be used for men’s
pleasure, rather than autonomous persons whose sexual preferences ought 
to be respected. His bad values blind him to the wrongness of his acts. His
failure to attend to the harms of date rape and his attention to sexist stereo-
types are marks of arrogance that his privilege affords him. Frye argues that
the arrogant man perceives the world and everything in it as being there for
him, and that if a woman does not serve men, she is defective.31 When it comes
to sex, the arrogant man “decides” what the woman wants, regardless of her
own interests and what best promotes her welfare. His behavior also indi-
cates a denial of responsibility for recognizing that his own wrongful act is
an instantiation of a basic moral principle he endorses. Milo rightly believes
that if it is reasonable to expect a person to have taken precautions against
ignorance, or to have investigated the facts and ascertained whether the par-
ticular act is an instance of the basic moral principle, then the agent is care-
less or negligent if he does not do so, and so blameworthy. As I will argue
more fully below, it is reasonable to expect the privileged to know whether
their acts violate the personhood of the oppressed. In the case at issue, the
perversely wicked person is responsible for investigating whether date rape
is an instance of a basic moral principle that enjoins respect for the person-
hood of women.

B. Immorality Caused by Lack of Moral Concern

Amoral wrongdoing occurs when an agent is either unaware of or indif-
ferent to the wrongness of his act.32 Moral considerations play no role in his
practical deliberations, and moral beliefs do not motivate him to act. At least
three kinds of immorality are caused by lack of moral concern: psychopathy,
conscientious wickedness, and moral indifference. Psychopathy is the most
extreme. The psychopath lacks the concept of moral wrongness because he
lacks emotions such as love, values, and interests that are critical to moral
understanding and being a part of a moral world. He fails to see how moral
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or other concerns generate reasons for action for others or for himself, and to
understand the complexities of morality, such as the concept of insulting a
loved one, which involves being rude to someone who trusts him to be kind.33

Unlike other immoral agents, the psychopath who acts in sexist ways is
neither arrogant nor self-centered because he does not fully appreciate his
privilege or his actions: He simply fails to understand at a fundamental level
what he is doing. Thus he is outside of the scope of morality.34 We might say
that he is the only immoralist free from blame for his sexist behavior, if we
believe that he cannot change and/or that he is not responsible for what he
has become.35 He alone legitimately cannot recognize women’s humanity,
since he does not even recognize his own moral worth, a point I will return
to in section IV.

But other agents who lack moral concern fully understand the nature of
their immoral acts and are blameworthy for performing them anyway. The
morally indifferent person knows what it is for an act to be morally wrong
but fails to have the appropriate “con-attitude,” or negative attitude, toward
his act because he lacks concern for the interests of others and feels no remorse
or guilt about his indifference.36 A man who does not intend to harm women
but nonetheless knowingly participates in a system that advantages men at
women’s expense displays indifference to women’s interests, which causes
him not to use his position of privilege to try to change things. This idea is
illustrated aptly in the case of eastern Indian men who participate in the prac-
tice of dowry, which devalues women and diminishes their autonomy in the
choice of a mate. Trading on one’s privilege, which affords one the luxury of
being indifferent about the wrongness of one’s acts and their effects on others,
is arrogant and self-centered.

The conscientiously wicked person seems to be a step above the morally
indifferent person because he governs his actions by a primary goal or prin-
ciple that can reasonably be seen as good but does so “at the cost of a callous
insensitivity to evil done by the way,” which he knows or could reasonably
be expected to know yet systematically disregards.37 An employer who sub-
scribes to the seemingly neutral and fair principle “Justice means giving each
what he deserves” ends up knowingly favoring men in hiring because men,
but not women, are encouraged to develop traits and skills needed for tradi-
tionally male jobs. He is blameworthy because he knowingly fails to accord
women due respect by denying them opportunities readily granted to men.
Since he knows or should know that the principle he endorses advantages
the members of his sex at the expense of others, his continued endorsement
of it is arrogant and self-centered. In sum, prima facie, both the morally indif-
ferent and conscientiously wicked person are responsible for being indiffer-
ent to the facts about women’s humanity.

C. Immorality Caused by Lack of Self-Control

The classic case of immoral behavior resulting from a failure in self-
control is weakness of will. Philosophers traditionally have defined the weak-
willed person as one who knows what the right thing to do is, yet acts
contrary to it by succumbing to emotion. Standard sexist forms of weakness
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of will are those found in attempts to justify rape and woman battering. 
Typically such justifications point to ways in which the woman allegedly 
provoked the wrongful behavior—for example, she dressed provocatively,
invited the rapist/batterer in, or said the wrong thing—which prompt the
man’s emotional responses. Such responses reveal the man’s failure to take
responsibility for his actions and his arrogance in appealing to an excuse that
works mainly for the privileged. Since he allows himself to succumb to emo-
tions in a way that devalues women by not attending to their humanity, as
in rape and woman battering, he is blameworthy.

A more complex case of lack of self-control is that of moral negligence.
The morally negligent person fails to act in accord with his own moral prin-
ciples, is ignorant due to his negligence that what he does violates these prin-
ciples, wants to avoid wrongdoing and prefers its avoidance to what he does,
and is inclined to feel remorse upon reflection.38 A wife abuser who knows
that certain things will trigger his violence is negligent and blameworthy for
not avoiding situations in which these things occur and for not seeking pro-
fessional help. A person who harbors sexist or racist attitudes in a sexist and
racist climate is morally reckless and blameworthy because he fails to pay
attention to whether his attitude will prompt others to act on their sexist or
racist attitudes.39 And a person who accepts the principle “Discrimination is
morally wrong,” but votes to hire a white male over a minority female and
rationalizes to himself that she will get a better job, is blameworthy both for
ignoring the harm done to women and minorities as a group and to the
woman he slights, which is essentially a failure to accord her equal respect,
and for denying responsibility for his actions.40 In general, the morally negli-
gent person fails to take precautions against his tendency to ignore the simple
facts about humanity in others, which we can reasonably expect a person to
attend to, because they are not difficult to understand. Those who fail to do
so display arrogance and self-centeredness and are blameworthy.

To summarize: In cases of immorality caused by a lack of moral concern,
the privileged person is or can reasonably be expected to be fully aware of the
equal-personhood status of others but simply does not care about it. In cases
of immorality caused by a lack of rational self-control, he is or should be aware
of the facts about others’ humanity but fails to focus on this, succumbing
instead to emotion. In cases of immorality caused by bad preferences or
values, the person focuses on the facts of humanity in others but cares nega-
tively about this in wanting to discount it or render it void. In each case, prima
facie, the agent is blameworthy for disrespecting women’s humanity.

IV. The Argument for Responsibility of the Privileged

I now need to defend the conjectures I have just made about responsibil-
ity and blameworthiness. My argument is presented in two stages. First, I
offer a Kantian defense that the privileged have an obligation to attend to the
basic facts about humanity in the nonprivileged, despite the fact that arro-
gance, self-interest, and failure to accept responsibility lead them not to do
so. Second, I aim to show that excusing the privileged from their obligation
on the grounds that it may be difficult for them to step out of their position
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of privilege, and to fully appreciate the equality of their subordinates, is inap-
propriate. It is possible and not as difficult as we might initially believe for
the privileged to do so, and so they are responsible for knowing and doing
what we would expect a reasonable person to know or do, including attend-
ing to the facts about others’ humanity.

For starters, anyone who is a rational, autonomous being possessing
dignity and deserving of respect can understand these facts about himself or
herself, since they are fundamentally what makes us persons regardless of
our gender, race, class, and other largely unchosen personal aspects of our-
selves. Kant himself says that we all first recognize our own humanity, and
then we cannot help but recognize the humanity of others.41 Thomas Hill
fleshes this out much more fully. He asks why our rationality makes us nec-
essarily recognize others’ humanity and argues that we must respect each
person as a potential co-legislator of morality and engage only in conduct on
which we would expect all reasonable people to agree.42 The root idea is the
familiar position Kant defended in the second version of the Categorical
Imperative, the Principle of Humanity, which says that one ought never to
treat oneself or another merely as a means to one’s own ends. The Principle
of Humanity requires not just that a person understand these facts about
himself, but that a reasonable person put himself in another’s shoes—step out
of his position of privilege and put himself in the position of the oppressed—
in order to know his obligations. Additionally, Kant’s Universal Law Formu-
lation requires that one ask oneself whether one can will—both imagine and
want—a maxim to be a universal law. Whether one would want it turns 
on whether it would put one in a situation in which one would not
autonomously, but only if coerced, consent to be. This requires that a privi-
leged person imagine himself not being in a privileged position and having
the maxim in question apply to him. These two versions of the Categorical
Imperative, then, entail that the privileged can come to know how the non-
privileged would feel, based both on how they themselves would feel if in that
situation (i.e., that of being nonprivileged rather than privileged), and on the
Principle of Humanity which underscores the equal personhood of all ratio-
nal beings. Or so I shall argue.

A good starting point for defending the view that the privileged have an
obligation to respect the humanity of the nonprivileged is an argument
offered by Barbara Herman that is intended to show that the strong man has
an obligation to aid the needy.43 Familiarly, Kant argues that a man well-
situated in life who sees others struggling with great hardships but, being
indifferent to their needs, has no desire to help them, nevertheless has a duty
to aid the needy.44 Herman presents an objection to Kant’s view offered by
Sidgwick, who contends that the strong man has good reason to believe that
the increased security he would get from having the help of the needy were
he to find himself needy is too high a price to pay for not taking the risk that
the tables will be turned and he is needy. The strong man formulates the ego-
istic maxim “When I am in a position to help, but would rather not do so, I
am not to aid the needy” and believes that he should risk being in a position
where the tables are turned and he needs aid. Sidgwick contends, in other
words, that the strong man is rational to believe that he will never be needy.
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Many versions of immoral privileged persons that I discussed in section III
are in a position similar to that of the strong man. They would adopt a com-
parable maxim: “When, because of my privilege, I am able to attend to the
basic facts about humanity in the nonprivileged, I am not to do so.” Herman
attempts to defeat Sidgwick’s objection by showing that even the strong man
has an obligation not to engage in sexist versions of immoral behavior, since
both duties (i.e., aiding the needy and refraining from sexist behavior) require
disarmament of privilege and attention to the humanity of others.

A Rawlsian response to Sidgwick’s objection is to introduce a veil of igno-
rance that masks a person’s disposition to take risks. Under the veil of igno-
rance, the strong man will not know whether he is risk-averse, so he cannot
count on cashing in on his position of power. But Herman rightfully rejects
this solution, because for Kant, “the embeddedness of the person in the par-
ticular is the natural and necessary starting point of moral judgment.”45 

That is, the Categorical Imperative procedure assesses actions through their
maxims, which express the agent’s conception of what he is doing and why
and so are particularized (i.e., reflect interests and desires constitutive of priv-
ilege) in the way that the veil of ignorance disallows. Maxims must include
information that the veil of ignorance excludes.

Herman’s own solution relies on the possibility of an agent’s going
through life without needing the aid of others. Her argument relies not on
contingent factors such as risk-taking or privilege, but on the Kantian “facts”
about human nature. She states it this way: “for any end, it is not possible for
an agent to guarantee in advance that he can pursue his end successfully
without the help of others,” and this will happen if either (1) there are ends
that the agent wants to realize more than he could expect to benefit from non-
beneficence and that he cannot bring about unaided, or (2) there are ends that
it is not possible for any rational agent to forgo.46 Herman relies on the second
point to show that the strong man has a duty of mutual aid. Human nature
dictates that we have needs for certain things, skills, and other persons to
pursue those of our ends that, if left unmet, prevent us from continuing in
our activity as rational agents. Ends that come from the “true needs” of
human agents are those that it is not rational for anyone, including the strong
man, to forgo for the sake of other contingent ends. Thus the strong man
would not be rational to adopt the egoistic maxim in favor of satisfying his
contingent ends over ends whose realization contributes to his rational activ-
ity. Even the strong man, in virtue of his being a dependent, rational being,
cannot control whether he has needs that may require help in being fulfilled.
According to Herman, the same reasoning can be used to rule out maxims
that are based on exclusively self-interested helping, such as those about
helping only certain others marked out by one’s preferences and prejudices—
it is not rational for one to restrict in advance the nature of the help avail-
able.47 Thus, the strong man has a duty to aid the needy so that they may
continue in their activity as rational agents, even when he is indifferent to
their needs, because he cannot guarantee that he will not need the aid of
others in realizing ends he himself has that come from true needs.

We might think that a similar argument would apply to the privileged
regarding their obligations to the nonprivileged, but both Herman’s discus-
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sion of angels in the context of the duty of mutual aid, and my earlier remarks
about privilege, raise a concern. According to Kant, angels are like humans
in that they are rational, but unlike humans in that they are not vulnerable
and dependent, since they lack the true needs humans have. Herman argues
that angels do not have a duty of mutual aid because they can will a world
in which no one helped the needy, since they themselves will never be needy.
It is not a contingent fact, but part of angels’ nature, that they “can guaran-
tee that they will never be compelled to want help in the pursuit of ends that
they rationally cannot abandon.”48 Humans, in contrast, cannot be indifferent
to others because they can reasonably expect that at some point they, too, will
be dependent. Angels and humans, then, do not have the same duties.

Are privileged persons more like the strong man than like angels? Cer-
tainly it is not a fact about the nature of the privileged that guarantees they
will not need the help of others. Like the strong man, the nature of the priv-
ileged dictates the logical possibility that they will need the help of others in
pursuit of their own rational activity. In this respect the privileged person is
more like the strong man and less like an angel, so Herman’s argument about
the duties of the strong man applies equally to the privileged person. But
perhaps this is too quick. Recall the features of privilege. A group’s privilege
often lasts for generations, “long after deliberate racist [or sexist] actions
subside,” because it is institutionalized. It is sustained quietly, omnipresently,
and even through complicity of the oppressed. It is reasonable to believe that
men as a group in a patriarchal society such as our own can count on being
in a position of power over women for quite some time, especially since
women’s progress is typically met with episodes of backlash.49 Since ending
women’s oppression and men’s privilege would take a long time and be quite
difficult to achieve, males now in existence can count on the fact that they
will not need women’s help if the tables were turned. Certainly no fact about
their nature guarantees this, but men in a patriarchal society seem to be in a
position quite different from that of the strong man, who can lose his money
in his lifetime, if not overnight. That men will retain their power seems more
certain than that particular individuals will flourish. At the least, the position
of men seems to fall somewhere between that of the strong man and that of
angels. Thus, unlike the clear case of the strong man, men may not have an
obligation to aid women.

I have asked my question in terms of the privileged but drawn my con-
clusion about men. This calls for clarification. A person can be privileged 
vis-à-vis different groups to which she or he belongs. In contemporary U.S.
society, the most privileged group is that of heterosexual, able-bodied, Chris-
tian, upper-class males of European descent. One objection to my view is that
members of this group cannot count on being in this privileged group their
entire lives, since some of these features about themselves may change. For
instance, a person might discover that he is gay, willingly change his religion,
or unwillingly become disabled. I have two responses. First, since I am
writing about sexist forms of immorality, I have focused my comments strictly
on male privilege vis-à-vis female subordination. Even males who lose one
or more of these features retain their privilege vis-à-vis women, and my
points hold for them. Second, I believe that even in the uncommon scenario
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of a man who undergoes a sex change operation, the man retains his privi-
lege vis-à-vis women if he has accrued enough privilege, if his family, friends,
and co-workers still perceive him as a man and treat him accordingly, and so
on. The same can be said for the other features of privilege that can change.50

Like the privilege of groups, the privilege of individuals who were members
of privileged groups does not easily die. I can draw my conclusion, then, more
generally about the privileged, not just about men, though it is stronger when
applied to men because of the unlikeliness of a change in gender.

Kant would, of course, reject this relation between privilege and duties,
since it still is grounded in a contingent fact about the privileged, rendering
morality changeable and our duties not universally binding. But for what it
matters to the privileged person when privilege has been and will be sus-
tained for generations, he can expect not to be in a position of subordination
in his lifetime. It seems to be rational for him to count on being privileged in
a way that it is not rational for the strong man to count on his not needing
anyone’s help. Although there is no guarantee that all heterosexual, Chris-
tian, upper-class males of European descent will forever be in a position of
privilege and independence, this particular man can bet that the conditions
of privilege are such that he will not be dependent and vulnerable vis-à-vis
the nonprivileged in his lifetime. This point is stronger when we consider
men’s privilege vis-à-vis women. And that seems sufficient for him (though
not Kant) to be rational in rejecting certain duties to the nonprivileged. Thus,
it behooves us to offer a better Kantian argument for the obligation of the
privileged to the oppressed.

Herman’s argument relies only on the Universal Law Formulation of the
Categorical Imperative. I want to offer a stronger Kantian argument that relies
on all three versions of the Categorical Imperative. The Principle of Human-
ity requires persons not to use others or themselves merely as means to their
own ends, but to respect the rationality—marked by the ability to have inter-
ests, form goals and plans, and so on—of self and others. The Principle of
Autonomy requires that the maxims rational beings arrive at when univer-
sally legislating be autonomously legislated by all. It rules out as sources of
heteronomous morality maxims obeyed out of inclination. All three versions
of the Categorical Imperative are related, with the Principle of Autonomy
underlying the other two. When one violates the Universal Law Formulation,
one makes oneself an exception to obeying morality. But when one is univer-
sally legislating, no one else would autonomously consent to one’s doing so,
because these others would be treated merely as means to one’s ends. Others
would consent only if they were coerced by, say, fear of punishment or a desire
to please others. Similarly, one would never autonomously consent to others’
violating the Universal Law Formulation, because such violation would
involve one’s being treated merely as a means to the ends of others. One would
obey a maxim that allowed others to be exceptions only if one were coerced.

All three categories of immorality discussed in section III involve treat-
ing persons merely as means to the ends of the privileged and involve maxims
that nonprivileged persons would never autonomously agree to follow. In
cases of immoral behavior caused by a lack of rational self-control, the priv-
ileged person does not adequately focus on the rational agency of the non-
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privileged but lets his passions get the best of him. In cases of immoral behav-
ior that has its source in a lack of moral concern, the privileged person does
not care about the rational agency of the nonprivileged. And in cases of
immoral behavior stemming from bad preferences or values, the privileged
person either disregards or disrespects the rational agency of the nonprivi-
leged. In each case, the nonprivileged would not autonomously consent to
such treatment because it would involve their being treated merely as means
to an end, say, by having their interests ignored or set back.51 In essence, dis-
parate treatment of women amounts to failing to attend to the Kantian notion
that all persons, including women, are equal in virtue of their rationality, and
instead either degrading women or treating them as essentially some x, where
x is a property that is deemed inferior, such as one associated with the body.52

Rationality is an interesting property because it simultaneously marks a
feature common to all persons yet distinguishes each person from all others.
For Kant, a person’s capacity for rationality is marked by her or his having
the ability to make plans and have goals, interests, and desires. This explains
its commonality. But it is from one’s rationality that one’s individuality stems,
as evidenced by the unique set of interests, desires, plans, and goals each
person has that mark her rationality. Recognizing the rationality of others
means respecting, not renouncing, their individuality. One respects another’s
rationality by or through respecting her interests, desires, and the like, and
not favoring these features of the rationality of one’s self or one’s group. I
believe that failure to do this is exactly what goes wrong in the cases of
immorality I have discussed. The privileged in these cases fail to respect
women’s individuality while seeing members of the privileged group as indi-
viduals in their own right. Either they devalue women by associating them
with traits deemed inferior and not associated with rationality, or they treat
all women the same by stereotyping them on the basis of these traits they are
alleged to have rather than respecting the unique individuality of each
woman. But women would not consent to being devalued or treated differ-
ently on this basis unless they were coerced, typically by their own oppressed
state. Thus, since this behavior clearly fails the third version of the Categor-
ical Imperative, it is morally wrong and the privileged have an obligation not
to engage in it but to attend to the facts about humanity in the nonprivileged.

My argument is complicated by the fact that in order for the privileged
to appreciate fully the idea of women as rational, autonomous persons
deserving of respect relevantly similar to that accorded men, they need to see
women as likes. My view is that they are responsible for stepping out of their
position of privilege to see this. Put another way, the privileged might insist
that since “ought” implies “can” (Premise 1), and they cannot come to see the
nonprivileged as likes (Premise 2), they do not have an obligation to attend
to the humanity of the nonprivileged. I want to show that they can see the
nonprivileged as likes; thus I want to undermine the argument by rejecting
the second premise. If I am right, the privileged cannot be excused on the
grounds that they are unable to see the nonprivileged as likes and so are
responsible for doing so and blameworthy when they fail to do so.

An initial objection to my account is that it is too liberal in that it suc-
cumbs to the view expressed in the adage “I don’t see color (gender, etc.), I
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just see people” and obscures the systematic nature of privilege.53 But my
account of equal humanity, or of likes, does not mean that we are entitled to
ignore race, gender, and class of persons that situate them in the world.
Rather, it means that these features must be taken into account in that they
shape a person’s desires, interests, goals, and so on, which mark her ratio-
nality. In emphasizing the equal humanity of all, I mean to emphasize the fact
that we are more than just our gender, race, and class, while at the same time
not deny that these features shape what marks our rationality. Moreover, I
believe that the privileged’s not recognizing the equal humanity of the
oppressed lies at the base of all oppression and so is paramount.

To see the nonprivileged as likes, then, the privileged need to develop
sensitivity.54 Among other things, this involves, first, directing one’s attention
away from one’s self and toward other people and things in the world, that
is, overcoming one’s view that the self is the only important moral concern.
To see women as likes, men need to step out of their privilege, which sustains
self-centeredness and arrogance about their own status. This is similar to
Maria Lugones’s notion of “world-traveling,” that is, “traveling” to the world
of others who occupy a different position in the social hierarchy. The privi-
leged who world-travel come to see things from the perspective of the
oppressed, who do not share the experiences or the histories of the privileged,
and come to see how the oppressed see them. Lugones uses the example of
whether she is playful or not: In some worlds she finds that she is, but in
other worlds, she is serious. The dominant group in a particular world con-
structs our concepts and the identities of persons who occupy the world.
Lugones believes that one cannot cross boundaries of different worlds with
an arrogant man’s construction of concepts such as playfulness—one needs
to give up such an attitude if one wants to world-travel, which must be done
out of friendship, not obligation.55 Undoubtedly, men’s seeing women as likes
is more difficult to do, because of privilege’s systematic nature, than, say, rec-
ognizing what fairness demands. Yet men must recognize their privilege in
order to see women as likes, and this in turn is a first necessary step in erad-
icating unjust systems of privilege and oppression, since denying women’s
basic humanity is at the root of all women’s oppression. If men do not see
this, or deny it, disregard it, or do not care about it, there remains little or no
hope of eradicating women’s oppression.56

Second, sensitivity involves exercising a “critical appreciation for what is
morally relevant about the situation of those who are affected by [a person’s]
behavior.”57 In our interactions with others, one fact that is always morally
relevant is a person’s equal status as a person. Sexist behavior involves an
inappropriate attitude about the morally relevant fact of women’s equal
status as persons. To see women as likes, men must critically appreciate
women’s personhood status, which is grounded, as it is for men, in their ratio-
nal natures as marked by particularities. Seeing women as likes essentially
requires rejecting sexist stereotypes about them.

Seeing women as likes requires an understanding about basic features of
morality that the psychopath lacks. The privileged must know what it means
for a person to have values, deep emotions, and rational concerns and must
see that these things yield reasons for action. They themselves must have
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values, and emotions such as love, remorse, and concern for others, all of
which contribute to their having full moral understanding and living a full
moral life, in order to know and appreciate that the oppressed have values
and emotions that generate reasons for action for them, too. Men must under-
stand complex moral concepts and rules, most notably, the complex hurts
involved in sexism. To understand such hurts fully, they need to see the inter-
connections between “the lines on the cage,” or the systematically related
forces and barriers that serve to restrain the oppressed, not simply individ-
ual disadvantages (e.g., lacking equal pay) the oppressed suffer; they need to
see that seemingly simple things can add up to major setbacks for an entire
group of people; they need to see that privilege for one group means sys-
tematic disadvantage for another; they need to see that certain harms 
done to individuals can reverberate through their entire group; and they 
must appreciate the concerns of the oppressed. Lugones believes that the
privileged need to understand “not as an observer understands things, but
as a participant, as someone who has a stake in them understands them.” On
Lugones’s view, men must enter a genuine dialogue with women in which
women let men know how men perceive themselves according to women,
and men let women know how they see women. This aids in a shift in men’s
perception.58

Laurence Thomas argues, in opposition to my view, that the privileged
cannot come to know the position of their subordinates because they cannot
grasp the latter’s experiences: “it would be moral hubris of the worst sort
. . . to assume that by way of rational imaginative role-taking, a la Kohlberg,
one could ever begin to grasp the depth of that person’s experiences—the
hurts, pains, and anxieties of that individual’s life.”59 Understanding these
experiences, according to Thomas, is not possible as a matter of ratiocination,
but of having been a subject of such experiences oneself. Thomas believes, for
instance, that heterosexual men cannot imagine how a female rape victim
feels, since they cannot grasp or even barely imagine the fear of rape that per-
meates women’s lives or know the awkwardness a female rape victim expe-
riences if she tries to become romantically involved with a person who
belongs to the same category as the one who harmed her, and they do not
have to deal with social attitudes that make them targets of sexual violence.
Under patriarchy, men and women have different emotional configurations
because they are socially constituted differently, which makes them experi-
ence things in different ways.60 In a racist society, a white person who is
attacked by a group of blacks may suffer great emotional harm and come to
fear blacks and to harbor racist stereotypes about them, but a black person
who is attacked by a group of whites will experience the attack as a reminder
that he is a second-class citizen.61 That privileged persons are socially consti-
tuted differently from the oppressed means they do not experience how the
oppressed view themselves as less than full and equal members of society
and do not know their profound sense of vulnerability that comes partly from
painful memories of discrimination they have experienced. Both being the
subject of such experiences and having memories of them are necessary for
the privileged person’s being able to imagine himself in the shoes of his sub-
ordinates.62 So they cannot put themselves, as it were, in the shoes of the
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oppressed. Thomas is suggesting that under patriarchy men cannot under-
stand the complex hurts involved in women’s oppression, a feature they share
with the psychopath, but for the reason that they are socially constituted dif-
ferently. So they cannot come to see women as likes. But if we carry this line
of reasoning further than Thomas does, and in a way contrary to Thomas’s
own view, the objection is that since men cannot come to see women as likes,
they are not responsible for doing so: We cannot reasonably expect a person
to see his subordinates as likes if it is not possible for him to do so. Thus, men
are not blameworthy and do not violate any moral obligation if they disre-
spect women.

As much as I find compelling Thomas’s argument about the privileged
not being able to step into a position of subordination, if we accept it, then
my Kantian argument in favor of the nonprivileged rejecting maxims that
dictate treating them as mere means to ends will not succeed. Thomas would
not find this problematic, for his own argument is that the privileged should
engage in what he calls “moral deference,” according to which there is a pre-
sumption in favor of those who speak in an informed way about their expe-
riences specific to their position of subordination to which others do not have
access. A morally decent person, he believes, should have an attitude of moral
deference in an immoral society.63 Moral deference is meant to be a way of lis-
tening to another’s moral story, seeing how the other has been emotionally
configured by the moral pain she has suffered, but without bearing witness
to it. It allows one to acquire “sensibility to the way in which a self-
respecting oppressed person lives in the world.”64

Thomas’s insight about grounding a moral obligation for the privileged
that would have them come to hear nonprivileged persons’ stories is a valu-
able one. But for one thing, I am trying to offer an argument that has broader
appeal so as to reach even those who are not “morally decent.” Like Kant’s,
it is one of consistency: If the privileged see themselves as deserving of certain
treatment, and if they see the nonprivileged as likes, then they ought to see
the nonprivileged as deserving of relevantly similar treatment, and act
accordingly. So I need to respond to the challenge posed by Thomas’s view
that the privileged cannot understand the complex hurts of oppression
because they do not experience them.

Additionally, contrary to Thomas, I believe that the privileged can come
to understand such complexities, for several reasons. I will focus on gender
privilege and leave aside philosophical worries about a person’s knowing
another’s mental state. First, aside from psychopaths, men can understand
the nature of complex moral hurts in general. Since they may have experi-
enced the degradation of being punished in humiliating ways by abusive
teachers or parents, they can understand what it is to have their own human-
ity not respected in this nonsexist way. Men can understand the complex
harms that they perceive to be inflicted upon them because they are men,
which is at the root of “male bonding.” This experience allows men to put
themselves in each other’s shoes, which gets them closer to group harm,
though certainly not the harms of oppression. Yet some men understand
stereotyping, a component of oppression, and strongly resist male stereotypes
even though most are positive and men are their beneficiaries.
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Second, just as a white person can come to understand her racial privi-
lege when its features are made known to her, men can understand their
gender privilege, which is itself a complexity of morality that is systematic in
nature. Of course, though, men may miss their gender privilege because it is
hidden in social structures, or might resist it when it is pointed out to them.
Since oppression is the flip side of privilege, involving systematic harms
instead of systematic benefits, understanding privilege can give men a foot
in the door to understanding oppression resulting from the systematicity 
of each.

Third, although I believe that the harms of oppression, including stereo-
typing, exploitation, marginalization, cultural imperialism, and violence 
targeted at people in virtue of their group membership, are unique, at base
both sexism and oppression are failures to attend to the facts about woman’s
humanity. Still, oppression is more complex than cumulative acts of sexism;
it is systematized sexism. To understand the harms of oppression, the privi-
leged need to see the interconnections between the forces that restrain the
oppressed. The systematic nature of oppression, its hiddenness, and its
general acceptance make it more difficult for the privileged to attend to the
common humanity of their subordinates than for generally immoral persons
to do so in their victims. But this is a point about its being difficult to see, not
impossible to understand.65 Thomas’s objection is that understanding the
position of subordinates is not a matter of ratiocination, but all we need to
show to refute Thomas’s objection is that the privileged can understand
enough about their subordinates’ position to understand the nature of their
immoral acts. Certainly some privileged persons, such as the malignant
person who does evil for its own sake, understand the nature of their acts.
Even without having experienced the harms of oppression, the malignant
person knows enough about the nature of his acts to know how his victims
will feel when they experience them, since he takes his victim’s response to be
the very object of his acts. Those who lack rational self-control, such as the
weak-willed, also are not impeded by a lack of understanding of the harms
of oppression, but by emotion. They understand the wrongness of their acts.
Those who lack moral concern fail to understand the harms of oppression
because they do not care about understanding it, not because they are unable
to do so. So while I agree with Thomas that men and women under patri-
archy are socially constituted differently, I believe that this does not constrain
them in the way they might be were they biologically or psychologically con-
stituted differently.

Finally, men can come to understand women’s oppression by conscious-
ness raising and by likening it to other oppressions they themselves might
experience as members of marginalized groups, such as U.S. southerners,
homosexuals, minorities, members of the working class, and so on. Most men
are members of at least one of these groups. For the others, my other points
stand.

If these suggestions are jointly sufficient for men to understand the
complex hurts involved in women’s oppression, then men can come to see
women as likes. If they can come to see women as likes, then they should not
be excused from responsibility for doing so and blame when they do not. By
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my Kantian argument, privileged men who see themselves as deserving of
respect should on pains of inconsistency see women as deserving of the same.
Sexist privileged men who act in immoral ways that involve disrespecting
women are blameworthy for doing so.

I thank Alison Bailey for many useful suggestions on this paper.
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